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Deleting files from your mobile phone accidentally can be a nightmare if you do not have a backup of the files. Taking photos or videos during a trip or an important function, then losing them, can be an even bigger blow, but there are ways to recover these files even if you don't see them. The same applies if you accidentally deleted a text
message or phone book contact. Data recovery is used to recover deleted files from your mobile phone. Since 2010, you will not be able to recover files deleted directly from your mobile phone unless they are stored on a SIM card or SD card. You can recover files stored on sim card, such as text messages or contacts. You can also
recover files stored on SD card, such as music, videos or pictures. In order to recover deleted files from your SIM card, you need to buy a SIM card recovery stick. To use this recovery stick, you must have a computer with USB ports. If you are recovering files from your SD card, you need to buy an SD card recovery program online. In
addition, you must have a computer that contains an SD card reader. If you recover files from SIM card recovery stick, the software you need to use to recover deleted files is embedded in the SIM card stick. However, if you are recovering files from an SD card, you need to find the SD card recovery software online and download it to your
computer. From there, you need to follow the onscreen prompt to install the program. In 2010, the only place you can buy a SIM card recovery stick is online; they are not sold in stores. SD card recovery programs can only be purchased online and must be installed directly from the website to your computer. Prices for both programs
range from $9 up. If you have recovered data from SIM card, remove sim card from your mobile phone. Insert the SIM card into the SIM card recovery stick. Connect this stick to the USB port on your computer. Wait for the program to run automatically, and then follow the onscreen prompts to restore the files. If you have recovered files
from SD card, remove the SD card from the electronic device, insert it into the SD card reader on your computer and launch the recovery software. Follow the onscreen prompt to recover SD card files. Once these files have been recovered, you can save them to your SD card or computer. Source: Joe Maring/Android Central We all like
using our phones, but as you go on to use apps, games, websites, etc., it won't take long to eat mobile data. I think we can all agree that we don't usually like this. You may not think you'll be using that much data during the month, but if you don't pay special attention to how you use your phone and how long you use it, it can go faster than
Fortunately, Android has built-in tools to help you reduce the and prevent you from going through what your monthly phone plan allows. In this guide, we will explain these tools and how you can make them work for you right now. Are you ready to go? Goes! How to use less mobile data on your phone This article has two main features,
and the first is a feature of your Android phone called Data Saver. Data Saver was first introduced as early as 2017 with Android 7 Nougat, which means that if you even have a relatively modern phone, you have access to it. Open the settings on your Android phone. Tap Network &amp; Internet. Tap Data Saver. Tap the switch to enable
it. Source: Joe Maring/ Android Central As explained on the Data Saver page, here's how the feature works: Data Saver's idea is to help reduce mobile data usage without giving you a worse user experience, and overall, it does a great job of just that. Source: Joe Maring / Android Central When the feature is enabled, you can tap on
unlimited data and choose which apps the data saver doesn't want to affect. For example, if you have Fitbit, you need to have an unlimited Fitbit app to make sure it can sync with your tracking/smartwatch all day without any problems. We recommend that only a handful of apps get off without limiting, because the more apps you add to
the list, the less effective the data saver will be. How to set a data warning/restriction on your phone Data saver is the best tool to reduce data usage while using your phone, but alongside that you can use something else if you want an even better idea of how much data you use. Here's how to use it: Open settings on your Android phone.
Tap Network &amp; Internet. Tap Mobile Network. Tap Data warning &amp; limit. Tap Set Data Warning and Set Data Limit to turn on the data warning. Source: Joe Maring/Android Central You can change the data warning and data crop rate to the number you want, allowing you to customize it according to how much data you get each
month with your wireless plan. For example, if you receive 10 GB of data every month, you might want to set the warning to 8 GB and the limit to 10 GB. Source: Joe Maring / Android Central What is Recovery? On Android, recovery refers to a dedicated, launchable partition with a recovery console installed. A combination of key cleaners
(or command-line instructions) will trigger your phone for recovery, where you will find tools to repair (restore) installation and install official operating system updates. Because Android is open and has a recovery source code available, building a custom version with more and options, it is also relatively easy. Let's take a look at both
options. The recovery in shares is rather limited, but it is Design. Its main purpose is to delete all or some user data and files, or to perform system updates manually with signed and verified delta update packages. Normally, both functions start from the running Android system, but you can do things manually and immediately launch the
recovery yourself. When you tell your phone to do a factory reset, the restore will start and delete the files and data. Similarly, with updates - when we restart to install the official operating system update, it will be done in a recovery. Recovery is also where we go to manually install the official OS updates that we have downloaded from the
Internet. It is very useful but limited. Different manufacturers use different recovery methods, but everyone performs the same basic functions – providing the tools needed to restore the work system. Custom Android recoveries offer much more. They are encoded to enable backup and restore functions, selective deletion of data so that
you don't have to wipe everything, and modified to allow update packages that are not digitally signed by official sources. You can also install various partitions to copy files to SD card without having to delete it or restart to Android. Due to the extra functionality built in, they are quite an important tool for people who want to hack their
Android phone or tablet. Recovery isn't as pretty as a custom ROM, and they don't get the same love from users as android custom builds, but in the end they're even more important. Without them, none of these custom ROM stuff would be possible. We may earn a purchase test with our links. Learn more. For a suffering computer user,
every crash is devastating. But when computers break down physically – from interventions such as crashes, fires or floods – it's time for professional help and hope that the insurance money will come. Data recovery services help solve the most desperate hardware problems. They are the last way to save data from destroyed computers;
even if the hard drive is grilled in a fire, the drive shell is damaged and the connections no longer work, the bits of the data on the disks often remain intact and can be read with the right equipment. Engineers like DriveSavers and Ontrack Data Recovery assemble missing and damaged driving parts in cleaned laboratories and create as
much as possible from the destroyed station before copying the remains to the media to the owner. DriveSavers goes so far as to host the Museum of Record Asters on the company's Web site, successful data recovery including those from computers that had sunk into the Amazon or smashed cars and buses. The company even
provides forensic services to insurance agents, businesses and law enforcement agencies to create information about deliberately damaged machines. Not all data can be retrieved. Retrieve. Hard drives are sensitive mechanisms, and demagnetization or damage to disk plates can lead to complete data loss. Users who want to salvage
data from the wrecked station should be ready to peel the tin. Services charge a large fee to recover data from a computer crash, but often give an estimate of the damage caused and what can be refundable first, for less. For example, Ontrack Data Recovery offers a tiered service plan that also includes do-it-yourself software called
EasyRecovery and a remote recovery service that allows technicians to analyze your computer's system over the Internet. Prepare for a complete overhaul of the sticker shock. The final cost of retrieving damaged drive data can exceed $2,000, although figures of about $900 are more likely in typical home user jobs. On the other hand, it
may not be such a high price, given the potentially priceless information it contains. Leave paper maps, outdated travel guides and thick dictionaries at home when you go traveling - all you need is an Android smartphone. You can do everything offline with features built into Android and free apps. Take advantage of these tricks and you
can travel without using your data connection, which can save you thousands of dollars in exorbitantly expensive data roaming fees without giving up the convenience of your smartphone. Offline Maps Google Maps On Android is offline support. This feature was previously considered experimental, but it is now stable. You can download
map areas to your phone for offline viewing. Once you're in the area, you can open Google Maps and use gps on your smartphone, as well as saved maps, to see where you are. You don't have to stumble with a traditional paper map. Google Maps doesn't offer offline navigation, which means you can't ask it for directions , but you can
see where you are on the map. If you ask Google Maps for directions when you're connected to Wi-Fi, and then go offline, you can continue to follow directions and view your location on the map fully offline. Wi-Fi is required to find directions only. To download maps for offline use, open Google Maps, tap the Menu button, then choose
Use offline. Select a map area and tap Done – your phone will download it for offline use. You can manage offline maps under the My Places map. Offline map areas appear in the Offline category. Offline translation, voice recognition, and Speech Google Translate now support offline translation. You can download dictionaries and use
Google Translate to translate words and phrases between languages, just like in a web browser. Best of all, Android 4.2 includes offline speech text and text for speech If you have a smartphone with Android 4.2, 4.2, can also download appropriate language support for offline use. This allows you to speak words on your phone and
translate them on Google Translate. Google Translate also lets your smartphone speak the foreign language word back to you – all offline. Start by downloading the official Google Translate app for Android. Open it, tap the menu button, then choose Offline Languages. Download the languages that you want to use offline. The Google
Translate app now works normally in these languages, even if you are offline. On Android 4.2, you can install offline audio support by opening your phone's Settings screen, tapping Language &amp; Input, and tapping the Settings button to the right of Google audiobooks. Tap Download Offline Speech Recognition, then download the
languages you want to use offline. You can then speak these languages on your phone or get them spoken to you in all apps, including Google Translation. These tour guides included maps, lists of attractions, information about local burdens and other information that would benefit the traveller in the area. We don't need any more travel
guides like this with the Internet – but what happens when you're offline? Several different organizations produce free travel guide apps for Android, but we found TripAdvisor apps to be the best. TripAdvisor offers city-specific tour guide apps for cities like New York, Paris, Rome, and London. Install one of the apps and you will have
various useful offline features, such as the ability to find restaurants and attractions nearby, watch offline reviews and point there with the GPS of your device. You can also locate nearby public transit stations, view nearby ATMs, and even use an offline map – only if Google Maps isn't working properly. To use one of TripAdvisor's travel
guides, download it from Google Play first. You must launch the app and download its contents before it runs offline. Finding Wi-Fi Hotspots Offline is great, but you probably want to get online randomly. To do this, you need to find a Wi-Fi hotspot. However, Wi-Fi access points aren't available everywhere – finding them can sometimes be
a challenge. JiWire's WiFi Finder is a free app that can download the wi-fi connection point database to your phone. After that, you can open the app, see how far away you are from these well-known Wi-Fi access points, and go towards them. After installing the app, open it, tap the Menu button, then tap Download Database to download
its Wi-Fi access point database to your device. You can then use the app to locate nearby Wi-Fi access stations – both free and free of charge. More many other things you might want to do offline are available on Google Play, Play, You are looking for the ability to perform unit and currency conversions quickly offline, or you want an
offline map of the city's public transport system. If you're driving and want an offline navigation solution, try OsmAnd. It is free, uses OpenStreetMap data and gives you directions (and walking) driving directions offline. Of course, these apps can also be useful to use maps offline and locate Wi-Fi hotspots in your hometown if you are trying
to save money by going without a data connection or reducing the amount of data you use. Photo: Kuster &amp; Wildhaber Photography in Flickr Flickr
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